It is more convenient to define HEAs by the magnitude of configuration entropy in the high temperature (ideal or regular solution) state: ∆Smix > 1.5R (Miracle et al., Entropy, 2014) what we talk about when we talk about high-entropy alloys why high entropy? high-entropy stabilizes the formation of solid solution phases △G mix =△H mix -T△S mix single phase solid solution co-existence of two solid solution phases (Murty, Yeh and Ranganathon, High Entropy Alloys, Elsevier, 2014) in the middle why bother? high-entropy alloys open up vast unexplored compositional space binary solid solution and Hume-Rothery rules -an alloy is a mixture of metals, or a mixture of metals and other elements (C, Si, etc.).
-an alloy may be a solid solution of alloying elements (a single phase), or a mixture of multiple phases.
-a solid solution is a solid-state solution of one or more solutes in a solvent. Such a mixture is considered a solution, rather than a compound, when the crystal structure of the solvent remains unchanged by addition of the solutes, and when the mixture remains in a single homogeneous phase.
- ( atomic size difference mixing enthalpy (Guo et al., Intermetallics, 2013 ) (Guo et al., Intermetallics, 2013) here is the issue: can solid solutions be predicted more accurately, without being bothered by the formation of intermetallic compounds? Finding solid solubility limit.
here is the motivation: other parameters? even better, one parameter? (Morinaga et al., Phil Mag A, 1985) an Md parameter, correlating well with electronegativity and atomic size
• Md originates from the d orbitals of the alloying transition metal (so including both the alloying effect and the type of the secondary phase)
• when a transition element is added into Ni 3 Al, new energy levels due to the d orbitals of additive elements, appear above E f
• each value of Md is the average of e g and t 2g levels
• Md can be obtained by DV-X cluster (molecular orbital) calculation crystal structure of Ni3Al and the cluster (MNi12Al6) used in the calculation energy level structure of pure and alloyed Ni3Al with 3d transition metals (Morinaga et al., J Phys Soc JPN , 1984) 
